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Orders placed and paid by PM EST will ship the same business day excluding weekends and
holidays which will ship next business day. Tracking information will be sent via e-mail by our
shipping department. Delivery times can vary by location and shipping method. Typically, free
shipping to the eastern US is estimated to be delivered in business days, where deliveries to the
western US or most remote locations may take up to business days. Please add your items to a
cart to determine your shipping costs and rates. Please note that international orders may be
subject to customs and duty fees; all international shipping costs are the responsibility of the
customer. You may also email any questions or concerns you have regarding shipping your
item. Please make sure the Ship-To address you use during checkout is correct. We accept and
prefer PayPal. Marine Parts Distributors products, when properly installed, are warranted
against defects in materials and workmanship to the original purchaser for a period of one 1
year from the date of purchase. Warranty does not cover failure due to accident, abuse, neglect
or as the result of normal wear and tear. Improper installation, careless handling, tampering or
disassembly in any way will void original factory warranty. Failures due to rust, submersions,
deliberate abuse, broken gears, housings or components shall not be considered for warranty,
nor products used in applications for which they were not intended. The sole responsibility of
Marine Parts Distributors - if any - shall be the replacement of defective products as stated
above. This warranty being expressly in lieu of all other obligations or liabilities and Marine
Parts Distributors neither assumes nor authorizes any other person or firm to assume for it any
other liability in connection with the sale of its products or merchandise. It is the responsibility
of the customer to verify the correct application information prior to purchasing any product
from Marine Parts Distributors. In these cases, the return shipping costs will also be deducted
from the refund using our discounted shipping rates. Buyers are responsible for the shipping of
any international orders. If an order must be canceled or changed, please contact the service
department as soon as possible. Shipping times for orders are staggered throughout the day,
depending on which carrier is shipping your order. Customers are notified via email when their
item is on the loading dock ready to ship. Please ensure that you have entered the correct
shipping address at check out. It is the responsibility of customers to ensure they have
provided the correct shipping address. If you need to specify a carrier to deliver your order to
your address, please contact the customer service department before making a purchase. Skip
to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add
to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if
this part fits your vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to
enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in
new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information floridapartsdistributors
Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to
check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Same
day Shipping. Longtime Member. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items
may be subject to customs processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's
customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item location:.
Deerfield Beach, Florida, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you
make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated between Mon. Estimated
delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code,
destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping service selected and
receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially
during peak periods. Ships today if paid within 7 hrs 55 mins Details. Any international shipping
and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a
new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this
seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This
translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Aftermarket parts are not
sourced from the original vehicle or equipment manufacturer, but are designed to function the
same as - if not better than - the original. All parts sold are new. Quick Shopping. Customer

Service. Stay Informed. We Accept. All Rights Reserved. Shipping and handling. This item will
ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in
a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges
at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 5 items available.
Please enter a number less than or equal to 5. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9
numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Will usually ship within same business day
if paid before PST excludes weekends and holidays. Expected ship time may vary and is based
on seller's order cut-off time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy.
Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page.
Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share
on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab
Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Expedited
International Shipping. Quick Links. K Code No. The symbols are shown below with an
indication of their meaning. It is made of fine materials and under a rigid quality control system.
It will give you long, satisfactory service. To obtain the best use of your tractor, please read this
manual carefully. Pull only from the hitch. Never hitch to axle housing or any other point except
hitch; such arrangements will increase the risk of serious personal injury or death due to a
tractor upset. Never allow children to play on the machine or on the Set the implement lowering
speed knob in the "LOCK" implement. Use extra caution when backing up. Look behind and
down to make sure area is clear before moving. When parking your machine if at all possible
park on a firm, flat and level surface; if not, park across a slope. Do not attempt to mount a tire
on a rim. This should be done by a qualified person with the proper equipment. Always maintain
the correct tire pressure. Do not inflate tires above the recommended pressure shown Before
servicing the tractor, park it on a firm, flat and level in the operator's manual. Page 16 Waste
products such as used oil, fuel, hydraulic fluid, and batteries, can harm the environment,
people, pets and wildlife. Please dispose properly. Page 17 3. For your safety, a ROPS with a
seat belt is strongly operating loader and tractor. Do not walk or work under a raised loader
bucket or If your tractor has a foldable ROPS, fold it down only Be extra careful when operating
the tractor on a slope, always operate up and down, never across the slope. Do not operate on
steep slopes or unstable surfaces. When operating another implement on a hillside, be sure to
remove the loader to reduce the risk of rollover. These safety precautions, if followed at all
times, will help you operate your backhoe safely. Page 27 2. Clean danger, warning and caution
labels with soap and water, dry with a soft cloth. If a component with danger, warning and
caution label s affixed is replaced with new part, make sure new label s is are attached in the
same location s as the replaced component. When in need of parts, be prepared to give your
dealer the tractor, engine, loader and backhoe serial number. Leveling angle 11 deg. Swing arc
deg. Tire size : Front 18 X 8. Page Implement Limitations Use with implements which are not
sold or approved by KUBOTA and which exceed the maximum specifications listed below, or
which are otherwise unfit for use with the KUBOTA Tractor may result in malfunctions or
failures of the tractor, damage to other property and injury to the operator or others. Page 43
Max. Check it before starting. To avoid personal injury: A Be sure to check and service the
tractor on a level surface with the engine shut off and the parking brake "ON" Used properly, it
will not damage tires, grease. The use of a counter weight significantly reduces the front axle
and tire load during loader operation. A Use only tires approved by Kubota for loader use. A
ROL is calculated with standard bucket. Optional attachments 4IN1 bucket etc. A Escaping
hydraulic fluid under pressure can have sufficient force to penetrate skin, causing serious
personal injury. Lock loader control lever 6. Insert the key into the key switch and turn it "ON".
For the appropriate preheating time, refer to the table Bring helper vehicle with a battery of the
same voltage as disabled tractor within easy cable reach. The above precautions are not limited
only to new tractors, but to all tractors. Remove both set pins. Align set pin holes and insert
both set pins and secure them with the hair pins. To avoid personal injury: A Make sure that
both set pins are properly installed and secured with the hair pins. Align set pin holes, insert
both set pins. Secure them with the hair pins. A If you feel less friction in folding the ROPS,
tighten the nut 1 until you feel the right friction in the movement. Adjust the operator's position
and engage the seat belt. To avoid personal injury: A Make adjustments to the seat only while
the tractor is stopped. A The seat and suspension should be adjusted to A Make sure that the
seat is completely secured ensure that the controls are comfortably at hand for the after each
adjustment. To indicate a left turn, turn the switch counter-clockwise. When the left or right turn
signal is activated in To avoid personal injury: combination with the hazard lights, the indicated
turning A Always use the seat belt when the ROPS is light will flash and the other will stay on.

Select the Travel Speed. To avoid personal injury: A Make sure the range shift lever is fully
engaged into "H" When greater pulling force is needed, such as working in a wet field, when
pulling a trailer, or when working with a front-end loader. To avoid personal injury: 2. Depress
the Speed Control Pedal. This device will provide BSpeed Control Pedal a constant forward
operating speed by mechanically holding the speed control pedal at a selected position. Slow
the engine down. Step on the brake pedal. BFuel Gauge 2. Leaving transmission in gear with the
engine stopped will not prevent the tractor from accidental rolling. To avoid personal injury due
to loss of steering control: A Do not connect a light or other device that draws more A Do not
operate the tractor at high speed with than watts to this connector, or the battery may
differential lock engaged. The tractor, if damaged, must be carried on a truck. Secure the tractor
tightly with ropes. Raise the seat until the seat pin comes in to the detent notch see illustration.
Follow the procedure below to turn the seat around. Push the seat backward, then the seat pin
will come out from detent notch. Push the seat down until the lever is locked at the backhoe
position. A If the seat pin does not come out from the detent notch, apply grease in the notch.
When using a PTO drive shaft, read the operator's manual of the implement before operating the
implement. The proper length of the top link varies according to the type of implement being
used. BAttaching and detaching implements A When not using the top link, make it the shortest
length and fix it to the top link holder. To avoid personal injury: A Be sure to stop the engine
and remove the key. Remove the hair pin and stopper pin. Then remove the check chain plate
and lower links. BRemoving the 3-Point Hitch When installing the backhoe, remove the 3-point
hitch. BInstalling the 3-Point Hitch 1. Remove the lynch pin and the top link pin. Then 1. Page
Hydraulic Unit 3-point Unless corrected the unit will be damaged. To lower implement, move the
hydraulic control lever forward; to raise it, move the hydraulic control lever B3-point Hitch
Lowering Speed rearward. It can be used with the BT Backhoe. When mounting the backhoe. To
avoid serious personal injury: 1. Disconnect the coupler. Place the protective cap on the
coupler of the backhoe inlet hose, the coupler of the outlet hose, and power Do not attach nor
operate the mower with the backhoe still beyond hose. Though this information may not be
applicable to all types of implements and soil conditions, it is useful for general conditions.
Implement Remarks Soil condition A Do not turn front discs to obtain wider tread. A When you
intend to mount different size of tires from To avoid personal injury: A Before jacking up the
tractor, park it on a firm and level ground and chock the rear wheels. A Fix the front axle to keep
it from swinging. A Select jacks that withstand the machine weight and set them up as shown
below. Used properly, it will not damage tires, tubes or rims. The addition of calcium chloride is
To avoid personal injury: recommended to prevent the water from freezing. Choose a forward
gear that provides a safe ground speed and power for loading. It is important to keep the bucket
level when approaching a bank or pile. As shown above, this method will impose severe shock
loads on the dump-linkage, the bucket cylinders, and the tractor. Leave dirt in the bucket
because dumping on each pass For faster loading, minimize the angle of turn and length wastes
time. Raise the boom until the boom lock can be removed from the cylinder. Stop the engine
and remove the key. Set the valve lock lever to lock position. To avoid personal injury or death:
4. When the operator operates the control lever to the roll back position at the upper most boom
position, this system restricts the bucket roll back movement. Keeping the attachment at
ground level, move the 7. You are now ready to use the attached attachment. Turn off the engine
and set the parking detached using the same method. Detaching the attachments is done in the
reverse of attaching attachments. BBucket 2. Lower the implement and roll it back completely.
Stop Rigid type square 48" bucket can be used as quick the engine and set the parking brake.
The other fork can be installed using the same procedures. Install the fork to the middle of the
frame. Travel at speed compatible with safe operation, especially when operating in uneven
terrain, crossing ditches or while turning. Lever movement to the left will curl the bucket to fill it,
and To avoid personal injury: right lever movement will dump the bucket. The bucket will have
to be curled in to keep the cutting BStabilizer pads Option edge horizontal with the wall during
the up cut. The stabilizer pads can be reversed without the use of tools. Do not mix different
brands together. Remove the front-end loader before removing the To avoid personal injury:
engine cover. They can settle, suddenly leak down, section. A When reinstall the front guard,
tighten the bolts and the nuts by A Be sure to stop the engine and remove the key A Be sure to
stop the engine and remove the key before checking the oil level. A Use clean, fresh soft water
and anti-freeze to fill the recovery tank. A Be sure to reinstall the panel on the pillar completely
to prevent the invasion of dust. Check instrument panel for correct operation of switches and
gauges. BChecking Movable Parts If any of the movable parts, such as levers and pedals, is not
smoothly moved because of rust or anything sticky, do not attempt to force it into motion. Page
Checking Engine Start System 3. Stand up. Do not get off the machine. The engine must not
crank. The engine must shut off after approximately 1 5. A Any time bolts are loosened,

retighten to A Do not use or charge the refillable type battery specified torque. To slow charge
the battery, connect the battery positive terminal to the charger positive terminal and
Maintenance-free, non-accessible batteries are designed the negative to the negative, then
charge for at least 1 to eliminate the need to add water. Apply moderate thumb pressure to belt
between pulleys. Page Adjusting Brake Pedal A Even if the brake pedal free travel is within the
limitation, adjust the brake pedal following the procedure below. Proper brake 25 to 35 mm on
the pedal 1 Lock nut Page Every Hours Oil capacity with filter 3. Page Replacing Transmission
Oil Filter Take the following actions in the event the coolant temperature be nearly or more than
the boiling point, what A To prevent serious damage to the hydraulic system, use only a
KUBOTA genuine filter. Stop the machine operation in a safe place and keep the engine idling
unloaded. Park tractor on a firm, flat and level place. Turn steering wheel so front wheels are in
the straight ahead position. To avoid personal injury: 3. Lower the implement to the ground,
lock the parking A Be sure to stop the engine and remove the key brake, stop the engine and
remove the key. Page Checking Power Steering Line 2. After draining reinstall the drain plug.
Clean the transmission strainer. When reassembling be careful not to damage the parts. Park
the machine on a firm, flat and level surface. Long-life coolant hereafter LLC comes in several 1
Drain plug types. Page Replacing Radiator Hose Water Pipes If mixed with the cleaning agent,
sludge may build up, adversely affecting the engine parts. Kubota's genuine long-life coolant
has a service life of 2 years. Be sure to change the coolant every 2 years. A The above data
represent industry standards that necessitate a minimum glycol content in the concentrated
anti-freeze. BReplacing Light Bulb 1. Head light Take the bulb out of the light body and replace
with a new one. Check all hardware daily before operation. BChecking main frame bolt and nut
torque Tighten hardware to torque values as specified in the "Tightening Torque Chart". With
the engine off and the bucket on the ground, inspect all hoses for cuts or wear. The backhoe is
run by the tractor hydraulic system. Daily before operation, check the tractor hydraulic level. To
avoid personal injury: Also check the filter screen and change the hydraulic A Never High
quality grease designated "extreme pressure" and containing Molybdenum disulfide is
recommended. This To avoid personal injury: grease may specify "Moly Ep" on its label. A
When servicing or repairing pins in cylinder ends, bucket, etc. Check the tire air pressure and
inflate the tires if they A Do not clean the machine while the engine is are low. A For removing
the loader, choose flat and hard ground, preferably concrete. A If the ground surface is soft,
place suitable planks on the ground for the bucket and stand. Start the engine and run at idle.
Slowly move the loader control lever to rollback position to raise the 1. Store the loader in a
clean dry place. A When starting the engine and operating the control lever, always sit in the
operator's seat. Stop the engine. Reinstall the mounting pins and 5. Slowly move the loader
control lever to dump position secure them with the locking rods. Keep the stabilizer pads at
about mm high. To avoid personal injury: A Before starting the engine, always sit in the tractor
operator's seat. A Before getting off the tractor, make sure that PTO lever is off and range gear
shift lever is in neutral. Slowly raise the boom to disengage the backhoe from 9. Lower the main
frame and swing frame onto the the tractor. Raise the backhoe by operating the stabilizers to
the 1 Main frame lowering direction until the mount bars hit to the guide 2 Swing frame Store the
backhoe in a dry place. Apply a coat of grease to all exposed cylinder rods to prevent rusting. If
the backhoe is being stored outside, cover the backhoe with suitable weather cover. This will
keep moisture, dirt and other airborne debris from getting into the system. To avoid personal
injury or death: A When starting the engine, always sit in the 7. Restart the engine. Move the
tractor backward until the support hooks on A If the slide bar of the mounting pins is inserted to
the the tractor main frame are just beneath the mount bars upper hole, the mounting pin comes
off and the on the backhoe main frame. Page Troubleshooting A Loose or defective fan belt. A
Adjust or replace fan belt. A Dirty radiator core or grille screens. A Remove all trash. A Coolant
flow route corroded. A Flush cooling system. To achieve this status, the company has through
the years diversified the range of its products and services to a remarkable extent. This manual
is also suitable for: Laa au-sg Bt Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.
Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to
main content. FREE delivery: March 2 - 5. Fastest delivery: March 1 - 3. In Stock. Add to Cart.
Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from. Sold by. Visit the MowerPartsGroup Store. This fits your. Featured items you
may like. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. OTR Garden Master 18 x 8. Next
page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. MowerPartsGroup 2 18x8. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try

your search again later. Compare with similar items. Would you like to tell us about a lower
price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. No customer reviews. Pages with
related products. See and discover other items: kubota tires , kubota tractor tires. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. World Race Parts. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Please, write your
question below and get answer on your registered email address. Every year, more and more
equipment buyers are saying goodbye to the banks and hello to PurchaseFlex Financing from
Ritchie Bros. Financial Services. We offer fast approvals, and give you the freedom and
flexibility to buy what you need, when you need it. My account More Menu. Sign in Create free
account. Sell with IronPlanet Sign in Create free account. Search Search. Government Surplus.
Construction Construction. Air Compressors. Generator Sets. Miscellaneous Attachments.
Portable Structures. Scissor Lifts. Telescopic Boom Lifts. View more. Popular Makes. John
Deere. View items. Agriculture Agriculture. Agricultural Attachments. Agricultural Tractors.
Compact Track Loaders. Dump Trailers. Grain Handling Equipment. Landscaping Equipment.
Livestock Equipment. Miscellaneous Agricultural Equipment. Case IH. Construction and
Machinery Trailers. Flatbed Trucks. Refrigerated Trailers. Construction Materials. Crawler
Tractor Attachments. Excavator Attachments. Lift Truck Attachments. Skid Steer Attachments.
Wheel Loader Attachments. Mower King. Drilling Equipment. Frac Tanks. Pipeline Equipment.
Pneumatic Bulk Trailers. Production Equipment. Atlas Copco. Emiliana Serbatoi. Forestry
Forestry. Pneumatic Tyre Forklifts. Skid Steer Loaders. AM Tank. Forklifts Forklifts. Boom
Trucks. Cushion Tyre Forklifts. Electric Forklifts. Pallet Jacks. Rough Terrain Forklifts. Blast
Hole Drills. Electrical Distribution Equipment. Miscellaneous Aggregate Equipment. Screening
Equipment. Custom Built. Cranes Cranes. Crane Boom Dollies. Crawler Cranes. Overhead
Cranes. Cars Cars. Car Carrier Trailers. Commercial Marine Vessels. Golf Carts. Recreational
Marine. Recreational Vehicles. Sport Utility Vehicles. Mining Mining. Dredging Equipment.
Off-Road Trucks. Mining Equipment. Government Surplus Government Surplus. Household
Furniture. Medical Supplies. AM General. Government Surplus Auction Kruse Energy
Equipment Auction View calendar. Auction Results. Ritchie Bros. How it works. Buying Buying.
How to buy. IronClad Assurance. Selling Selling. How to sell. Resources Resources. Buyer
Resources. Seller Resources. Richie Bros. Asset Solutions Sell with IronPlanet. Search for other
Backhoes items. Waukesha, Wisconsin, United States, Item Number. Waukesha, Wisconsin,
United States. Sold on. Winning Bid. Meter Reading. Open Operator Station, Diesel Engine, 47
in. Loader Bucket, 4x4. Inspected by IronPlanet. Your purchase is protected by our IronClad
Assurance. Calculate monthly payment. Recommendations For You Search all. Previously
Viewed. Inspection Report Important Information. Inspection Report. General Appearance.
Control Station - CE Backhoe. Please note that as the buyer, you are responsible for reviewing
the entire inspection report when evaluating an item. Paint Click here to open photos and
videos of this item. Exterior Lights Functional Some not operational Click here to open photos
and videos of this item. Steering Controls Click here to open photos and videos of this item.
Hydraulic Controls Click here to open photos and videos of this item. Powertrain controls Click
here to open photos and videos of this item. Backhoe control configuration Left stick Stick and
Swing Right stick Boom and Bucket Click here to open photos and videos of this item. Dash
Console Click here to open photos and videos of this item. Engine Oil Pressure The fault
indicator shuts off after the engine oil pressure rises. Click here to open photos and videos of
this item. Fault Indicator Lights Operational Click here to open photos and videos of this item.
Gauges Operational Click here to open photos and videos of this item. Hour Meter
pre-inspection Hour Meter Limited Function Check The main components are in place and
operational as noted. Starter Operational Exhaust System Click here to open photos and videos
of this item. Radiator Click here to open photos and videos of this item. Engine - Left Side Click
here to open photos and videos of this item. Engine - Right Side Click here to open photos and
videos of this item. Engine Function Check The engine started and ran. Operational test is
limited to low speed in a confined flat area without load. Differential interlocks, full transmission

shifting and functionality of all drive axles cannot be fully verified. Inspector listens for
abnormal noises, observes leaks and notes physical damage. Front Axle Click here to open
photos and videos of this item. Rear Axle Click here to open photos and videos of this item.
Final Drives Click here to open photos and videos of this item. Limited Function Check The
drivetrain was operational. Valves Click here to open photos and videos of this item. Hydraulic
Tank Click here to open photos and videos of this item. Hoses Hydraulic Click here to open
photos and videos of this item. Loader Lift Cylinders Click here to open photos and videos of
this item. Bucket Tilt Cylinders Click here to open photos and videos of this item. Steering
Cylinder Click here to open photos and videos of this item. Outrigger Cylinders Click here to
open photos and videos of this item. Boom Swing Cylinders Click here to open photos and
videos of this item. Boom Lift Cylinder s Click here to open photos and videos of this item. Stick
Cylinder Click here to open photos and videos of this item. Bucket Cylinder Click here to open
photos and videos of this item. Limited Function Check The hydraulic system was operational.
Frame Condition Click here to open photos and videos of this item. Left Front Tire Click here to
open photos and videos of this item. Left Rear Tire Click here to open photos and videos of this
item. Right Rear Tire Click here to open photos and videos of this item. Right Front Tire Click
here to open photos and videos of this item. IronPlanet pin connection pivot point wear
inspections are limited to sound, sight and feel observations. Dial indicator testing is not
performed. Chassis to Arm Pins Click here to open photos and videos of this item. Tilt Linkage
Click here to open photos and videos of this item. Bucket to Arms Pins Click here to open
photos and videos of this item. Limited Function Check The main chassis components were
operational in a limited check. Stick Condition Click here to open photos and videos of this
item. Boom Lock Backhoe Click here to open photos and videos of this item. Swing Tower Pivot
Click here to open photos and videos of this item. Boom Base Pin and Bushings Click here to
open photos and videos of this item. Pin and Bushings Boom to Stick Click here to open photos
and videos of this item. Pin and Bushings Stick to Bucket Click here to open photos and videos
of this item. Outriggers Dirt pads Click here to open photos and videos of this item. Limited
Function Check The main components were operational in a limited check. Following
submission of a written dispute claim, IronPlanet will investigate the claim, re-inspecting the
equipment item as necessary, and determine a fair and mutually beneficial resolution. These
inspections are not designed nor intended to detect latent defects, or conditions that could only
be found in connection with the physical dismantling of the equipment or the use of diagnostic
tools or techniques. This inspection report includes ratings, comments, and photos of the
various components of the item. Knowledgeable buyers are expected to carefully review all of
the available information in the inspection report, including all photographs, in order to make
the best bidding and buying decision possible. Important Information. Payment Details. Within 7
days after the auction, the buyer must submit full payment, including applicable taxes and fees
to avoid late fees. For this item, payment is due on or before 4 February. This item is subject to
Wisconsin sales tax. All bids cannot be retracted and are binding until 2 business days after the
auction ends. Failure to make full payment will result in a Default Fee. For Buyers in the United
States IronPlanet hereby notifies you that the consigners of certain pieces of Equipment may
have assigned to a qualified intermediary their rights, but not their obligations, for purposes of
effecting a deferred Like-Kind Exchange under section of the Internal Revenue Code of , as
amended, and applicable regulations. Buyer is responsible for all costs related to transporting
the item. Item must be picked up within 8 business days of the auction, or the buyer will incur
storage charges. Pickup Terms Failure to follow these terms may result in the seller turning
away the attempt of your driver to pick up the purchased item s. Hours: - Hours of operation are
subject to change for Holiday Schedules You must call at least 24 hours in advance to schedule
pickup No Loading Dock, Ramps, or Forklift Available: Only RGN or trailers with ramps can be
used to pick up this item at this location. Seller will not allow item to be loaded on a step-deck
or flatbed trailer without the appropriate ramps. Buy what you want, where you want with
Ritchie Bros. Fill out the form below and an Equipment Financing Expert will contact you within
one business day. Dedicated team of equipment finance experts Unlike bankers, the Ritchie
Bros. Financial Services team members are both equipment and financing experts. We make
Canada-USA buying easy; with our cross-border financing you don't always have to pay
out-of-pocket or wait for a refund. Account Manager who will help you every step of the way.
Customer Care Agents are available Monday to Friday, a. Previous Next. Return To Inspection.
This Shipping Estimator tool calculates an estimate of the cost to ship an item within the United
States. IronPlanet is providing our customers this tool as a convenience and for informational
purposes only. The estimate does not constitute a transportation quote nor a binding
agreement between you and IronPlanet. IronPlanet is not responsible for any discrepancies
between the estimate provided by the tool and the actual total cost to ship an item. To get a

formal transportation quote, we recommend that our customers contact VeriTread. Send email
Cancel. The fault indicator shuts off after the engine oil pressure rises. The main components
are in place and operational as noted. The engine started and ran. The drivetrain was
operational. See photos for condition. The hydraulic system was operational. The service
brakes were operational. The main chassis components were operational in a limited check. The
main components were operational in a limited check. This tractor was manufactured by the
Kubota from to The Kubota BX25 is equipped with a 0. This engine
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